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T H E P L A C E O F T H E S O U N D [f] I N T H E S T R U C T U R E S
OF S L A V O N I C L A N G U A G E S
Czech stands unique among the Slavonic languages in having not only developed,
but also preserved, the consonant phoneme jij as one of the fixed elements of its
phonematic pattern. As is well known, Polish abolished its analogous phoneme jij
by merging it with jij (or, respectively, /§/), maintaining only its graphical correlate,
the digraph rz, whose occurrence in written words is indicative of the former distribu
tion of the discarded phoneme in the corresponding spoken words. An analogous
replacement of [f] by a fricative seems to have occurred in both varieties of Lusatian;
as, however, the Lusatian development presents some specific features (to be touched
upon further below), it cannot be worded by a formula so concise as is the one used
above for Polish. The common feature of both Polish and Lusatian is that the
[f]-sound has not survived in the phonic plane of any of them, while in Czech the
phoneme jij has not only survived but, in addition to this, doesnot show the slightest
trace of a tendency aimed at its abolishment. The fact certainly calls for closer
examination.
The exceptional status of the Czech jij, compared with that of its discarded
counterparts in Polish and Lusatian, stands out as even more remarkable, if one
examines the position of the sound [f] in the phonic structure of Czech. It is commonly
known that, for some time, the phoneticians of Czech did not find it particularly
easy to classify the Czech [f]-sound from the articulatory and acoustic standpoints,
and that it was only in the second decade of this century that the trilled character
of the sound was to be definitely established. Even the present-day phonetician
is rather puzzled by the unusual patterns of assimilation indulged in by the Czech
[f]-soimd, patterns strikingly different from those characteristic of most of the other
consonant phonemes of Present Day Czech. He finds that ,,from the viewpoint
of the assimilation of voice" the Czech [f]-sound has preserved some of the.qualities
of a sonorous sound (such as [r, 1, m, n]), while by some others of its qualities it rankstogether with [v] and [h]—as a member of a small, transitory sound-category. The
characteristic feature of this last-mentioned category is that its members are subject
to passive assimilation of voice when placed in word-medium positions. Thus, our
category is found to occupy an intermediate place between two bigger soundcategories. One of the two comprises sonorous sounds, lacking any voiceless counter
parts and, therefore, non-susceptible to passive assimilation of voice; the other one
contains consonants paired according to voice (such as [p — b], [s — z], etc.), each
of which, if followed by some other consonant of the same category, is always subject
to such assimilation (cf. Zima, p. 41).
The results of the fine analysis performed by a present-day phonetician are
valuable in so far as they reveal that the Czech [f]-sound proves to be an exceptional
element of the phonic plane not only when considered in isolation but also when
the possibilities of its combination with other Czech sounds are taken into account.
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But a still -closer analysis of the matter shows that the Czech [f]-sound is an even
more exceptional element of the language than the phonetician believes. First,
the progressive assimilation of f>R (where [ft] stands for voiceless [f]), observable
in words like tRi, pRes, etc., is common all over the Czech language territory, while
the analogous progressive assimilations of the type kvjet>kfjet, shoda>sxoda,
pointed out by Zima, can only be found in a part of that territory (the assimilation
oiv>f being, at that, a sub-standard phenomenon, while the assimilation of h>%
is found in one of the two main varieties of the standard pronunciation of Czech)Second, while the sounds resulting from the assimilations oiv>f and h>% implement
phonemes different from those implemented by the original sounds, the voiceless
sound resulting from the assimilation of f>R has no independent phonematic
status but only .represents a positional allophone of the original sound [f], with
which it constitutes one and the same phoneme /f/. It is thus obvious that the
sound [f] is even more isolated, from the structural point-of-view, among the other
Czech consonants, than a phonetician is ready to admit.
The structural isolation of the Czech [f]-sound becomes still more prominent if one
attacks the whole problem from the phonematic standpoint. It has already been
noted that in the assimilative processes discussed by the present-day phonetician
the phonematic relation of the original and the resulting sounds markedly differs
in the case of f>R from the cases of v>f and h>%. The two sounds, [f] and [ft],
in fact, constitute the only existing Czech instance of an actually present but function
ally irrelevant opposition of voice. The actual presence of it6 voiced and voiceless
variants brings the phoneme jij rather close to phonemes like /p/ — /b/, /s/ — /z/,
etc., which, of course, differ from /f/ by utilizing the difference of voice vs. voicelessness for functional purposes. On the other hand, the functional irrelevance
of voice in fij brings this phoneme to the close vicinity of sonorous phonemes like
/r/, / l / , etc., which are marked by the same irrelevance but differ from /f/ by the
actual absence of the difference of voice vs. voictlessness in their implementations.
Thus it cannot be regarded as quite appropriate if the Czech phoneme /f/ is classed,
together with /r, 1/ etc., as a "sonorant phoneme", as is sometimes done; one should
rather denote it as a one-member class forming a sort of transition between two bigger
phonematic classes, viz. the sonorant and the consonant phonemes.
If Czech /f/ is denoted as forming a one-member class, this amounts to saying
that it is, in fact, structurally isolated in the Czech phonematic system. The adequacy
of such a diagnosis is confirmed by some considerations of the acoustic quality of [f].
Almost a quarter of a century ago it was shown that the common feature possessed
by the articulation of all liquids is some limitation of the passage of air current
during their articulation. In the articulation of [1] the limitation is a spatial one (the
passage of the air is closed in the middle of the alveolar region, but kept free at both
sides of the barrier formed by the tongue), while in the articulation of [r] the limita
tion extends in time, i . e. the passage of the air current is repeatedly interrupted
and released again by taps of the tongue, which result in the peculiar acoustic effect
characteristic of the trilled [r]-sounds. On the other hand, in the pronunciation
of [f], with its increased number of interruptions and releases, the intensity of the
taps is greatly diminished and the peculiar effect of the trilled sound thus becomes
much less prominent, reminding one more or less of a fricative articulation. Conse
quently, the acoustic and articulatory band tying up the [f]-sound with the other
liquids becomes conspicuously loosened, and the [f]-sound is thus getting, both
physiologically and acoustically, nearer the domain of the fricative consonants,
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particularly [s] and [z]. And it is hardly due to a chance that it is exactly this type
of fricatives that replaced the [f]-sound in Polish and Lusatian.
Viewed phonematically, it appears obvious that in Polish the replacement of the
phoneme /f/ by /£/ or /§/, as the case may have been, was due to the peripheral
status of /f/ in the Polish phonematic pattern. This conclusion is justified by the
fact that what has been said above of the transitory nature of the [f]-sound in Czech
must have applied to Polish as well. In this connection, of course, the question
emerges again why the Czech /f/-phoneme was not eliminated from its phonematic
pattern, too. In order to be able to answer this question adequately, at least a rapid
glance must be thrown at the historical development that had led to the rise of [f]
in Slavonic languages.
As is commonly known, the source of both the Czech and the Polish [f]-sounds
was the original Slavonic [r']-sound. This [r] had independent phonematic status
in the early stages of the two languages, differing functionally from [r], just as [t]
did from [t], [d'j from [d], etc. After the loss of the final "weak" semivowels 6,
t, that is, the word-final [r', t', d'), etc., could occur in the same position of the
words as [r, t, d], etc., and so must have acquired phonematic status (cf. dar 'gift'—
pekar' 'baker' and the like). It should be noted that before the beginning of the
14th century the Czech phonematic system possessed no fewer than eleven pairs
of phonemes whose members were differentiated as "hard" vs. "soft" (i. e. patatalized
vs. non-palatalized, or, sharp vs. plain, in the Harvard terminology). In other
words, the Early Old Czech /r'/-phoneme must have been very firmly integrated
in the Early Old Czech phonematic pattern (and the same must have been true of the
position of /r'/ in the phonematic pattern of Old Polish). As the 1c ss of the weak b, ~b
must have taken place in Czech in the course of the 10th century, /r'/ must have
been phonematically independent of (and correlative to) /r/ at least from the beginn
ing of the 11th century.
The correlative relation of /r'/ and /r/ was propped up by the close articulatory
and acoustic similarity of their phonetic implementations: both [r'] and [r] were
trilled sounds, differing only in their palatalized vs. non-palatalized manner of articula
tion. In other words, the articulatory and acoustic relation of the two sounds must
have been similar to that existing between the Present Day Russian sounds [r]
and [r']. And it is exactly this analogy of Early Old Czech and most probably also
Early Old Polish and the Present Day Russian sounds that may throw some light
on the development of [r'] in Czech and Polish.
More than fifty years ago Olaf Broch very aptly pointed out that even the
Russian [r'], if pronounced with greater energy, may develop concomitant friction
("ein spirantisches Nebengerausch"). The emergence of this friction is closely connect
ed with the considerable reduction in space of that part of the tongue which remains
free to perform the vibration. Still, in Russian this concomitant factor is found only
exceptionally; as a rule, the Russian [r'] is a fully sonorous sound (Broch, p. 51).
In, Old Czech and Old Polish (and, in some specific positions, also in Lusatian),
however, the friction was to become so prominent as to produce a sound of a quality
distinctly different from [r'], viz. a [if], in which a trilled articulation is inseparably
accompanied, if not overshadowed, by marked friction and which already stands
outside the domain of the sonorous sounds (cf. Broch, p. 52). If the process leading
from [r'] to [f] is carried still further, the trilled articulation may be lost altogether
and the sound is thus merged with [z] or [sj, its voiceless counterpart; this, as Broch
rightly notes, occurred in Polish (and, one may add, in Lusatian).
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Broch's purely phonetic analysis of the process of r > f > £(s) is certainly ingenious
in so far as it elucidates the physiological and acoustic aspects of the changes. But
it leaves untackled the very problem that is necessarily the primary concern of the
linguist: why did Russian not proceed further along the line of development so
masterly sketched by Broch, and why did Czech cover only the first half of the process,
while Polish and Lusatian proved to be most radical, covering the whole of it? It
appears that this problem can only be satisfactorily solved if the structural conception
of language is applied as consistently as possible, i. e. if the structural peculiarities
of each of the compared languages are duly taken into account.
There can hardly be any doubt that the preservation of /r'/ in the Russian
phonematic pattern is due to its firm integration in that pattern, in- other words, to
the preservation in that pattern of the correlation of the softness of consonants.
This fact is indicative of the possibility of some causal nexus between the fate of /r'/
in Czech and Polish and the development of the correlation of consonantal softness
in the two languages.
To take up the case of Czech first, it is well known that the beginning of the
14th century marks the definite abolishment of the said correlation in Czech (see
Komarek, 1. c, p. 144). If it is recalled that the Czech change of r'>f must have
taken place in the former half of the 13th century, the assumption of some mutual
connection between the two historical events appears highly probable. It appears,
that is to say, that owing to the impending abolishment of the correlation of
consonantal softness the physiological tendency driving towards the increased
assertion of friction in the articulation of [r'] could no longer be kept within its
original limits but was allowed full play. The assertion of that tendency resulted,
of course, in the complete elimination of the correlative link between /r/ and /f/,
and, as lias been shown above, in the virtual isolation of /f/ in the phonematic
pattern of Czech, in which it thus necessarily functions as a peripheral phoneme.
We are, then, again faced with the question already formulated above, viz. how
this peripheral phoneme has managed to hold its ground in the language, despite
the well-known tendency aimed at the discarding of such phonemes from the
phonematic patterns of their languages. This question can again be answered
only if one consistently adheres to the structural conception of language. Here it
should be stressed, however, that an analysis of the structural situation of the
phonic plane of language alone will not yield a satisfactory explanation of the con
sidered phenomenon. One should keep in mind that an adequate conception of
language is one regarding the language—in the words of V. V. Vinogradov, though
used in a different context —as a system of systems (or, perhaps, sub-systems or
levels), each of which has its own structural needs and wants but all of which
constitute one bigger whole. The necessary consequence of this conception of language
is that a change in one of the sub-systems may call forth (or, respectively, prevent)
the existence of some other change (or changes) in another sub-system of that same
language. This principle of interdependence of the sub-systems of language may
prove to be of some use in solving our present problem.
It may be regarded as quite certain that the preservation of /f/ in the Czech
phonematic pattern has not been motivated by the needs and wants of the phonic
level of language, because these needs would rather have invited a total elimination
of that phoneme, such as has taken place, e. g., in Polish. It appears, therefore,
that the survival of /f/ must have been motivated by the needs and wants of some
other language level. A closer inspection of the situation in Present Day Czech
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indeed appears to reveal that some such extra-phonematic motivation can be
established.
A more detailed survey of the instances in which the Czech phoneme /f/ occurs
is bound to reveal that in a relatively high number of cases /f/ alternates with /r/
within one and the same morpheme (cf., e. g., /hora/ : /hof-e/, /dvor-u/ : /dvof-e/,
/dobr-i:/ : /dobf-e/, /star-i/ : /staf-e/, /var-u/ : /vaf-it/, /par-a/ : /par-it/, /hor-ki/ :
/hof-et/, etc. etc.). It will be easily seen that such alternations appear to be closely
parallel to those in which /t/ alternates with /t'/, and similarly, /d, n/ with /d', ii/, res
pectively (see, e. g., /pat-a/ : /pat'-e/, /plot-u/ : /plot'-e/, /zlat-i/ : /zlat'-i/, /lit-i/ :
/lit'-e/, /pot-u/ : /pot'-it/, /not-a/ : /(za-)not'-it/, /let-u/,: /let'-et/, etc.; similarly, e. g.,
/vod-a/ : /vod'-e/, /hrad-u/ : /hrad'-e/, /mlad-i/ : /mlad'-i/, /tvrd-i/ : /tvrd'-e/, /hod/ r
/hod'-it/, /vad-a/ : /vad'-it/, /(po-)hled-u/ : /(po-)hled'-et/, etc.; and, finally, /ran-a/ :
/rari-e/, /stan-u/ : /staii-e/, /jin-i/ : /jin-i/, /lin-i/ : /lin-e/, /zvon/ : /zvoii-it/, /vin-a/ r
/vin-it/, /han-a/ : /haii-et/, etc. etc.).
The confrontation of the four pairs of alternating phonemes shows quite con
clusively that the phoneme /f/ has become very firmly rooted in the Czech system
of morphological alternations, its relation to /r/ being closely paralelled by the rela
tions of /t', d', n/ to /t, d, n/, respectively. Probably it has been exactly this very
firm rooting in the Czech system of alternations that has so far prevented the elimin
ation of the Czech phoneme /f/, the elimination that might be urgently indicated
by the needs and wants of the phonematic pattern of Czech, but certainly would
run counter to the needs and wants of the Czech morphological system whose pattern
of alternations would thereby lose something of its clearness and pregnancy.
To the above explanation it might be objected that in Slovak one can find most
of the alternating types established above for Czech in the cases of jtj : jt'j, /d/ : /d'/,
/n/ : jnj, and yet the phoneme /f/ does not exist there. It appears, then, so it might
be urged, that the existence of /f/ in the language is not so essential for the pattern
of morphological alternations as is supposed by the above-suggested explanation
of its continued existence in Czech.
But the situation in Slovak cannot be mechanically compared or even identified
with that existing in Czech. As is well known, no [f]-sound did ever arise in Slovak
from the palatalized [r']-sound, which, on the contrary, was to lose its palatalization
and so to become merged with jij. As a result of this merger, no phonematic difficulties
with a peripheral /f/-phoneme were ever to arise in Slovak, and the whole problem,
so puzzling for the Czech pattern, was not to emerge in Slovak at all. Of course,
a critic of the above-suggested explanation is fully entitled to ask why a /f/-phoneme
has never arisen in Slovak.
It seems that an answer to the above question can again be prompted by taking
nto account the interdependence of Slovak phonic and morphological planes. It
appears that in Slovak the importance of the correlation of the softness of consonants
became even more reduced than in Czech because on the morphological level the
group of the so-called soft paradigms of Slovak (corresponding to Czech paradigms
like muz, stroj, nuse, soudce) was to undergo a wholesale merger with the correspond
ing group of hard paradigms (of the Czech type pan, hrad, zena, pfedseda). This
merger resulted in an almost complete unification of the two sets of inflexional
endings in one set common to both, originally different groups. As a result, the
difference in the morphological function of the "hard" and "soft" consonant pho
nemes was to become considerably effaced, and the way to the mergers of some of the
originally correlative phonemes (like /r/ -— /r'/) was to become relatively smooth.
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Besides, one should also recall the fact that in Standard Slovak the phonemes /t, d, n/,
when placed before /e/, are regularly replaced by /t', d', n'/- This fact again consi
derably reduces the functional yield of the opposition of those few pairs of consonant
phonemes in which the original difference of "hard" vs. "soft" consonants survives,
though in a modified form (the palatal implementation replacing the original pala
talized one) . The reduction of the functional yeild naturally involves the reduction
of the functional importance of the few remaining holders of the discussed opposition.
In addition to all that has been said above it should be recalled that, in general,
the range of phenomatic alternation in Slovak morphology had come to be perceptibly
narrowed, if compared with the analogous range of phonematic alternation in Stan
dard Czech (see Slovak instances like /ruk-a/ : /ruk-e/, /noh-a/ : /noh-e/, /matk-a/ :
: /matkin/, etc., as opposed to Czech /ruk-a/ : /ruc-e/, /noh-a/ : /noz-e/, /matk-a/ :
/matc-in/, etc. etc. These facts, too, show that the morphological function of phone
matic oppositions (including the oppositions of "hard" and "soft" consonants) must
stand out as palpably smaller in the structural context of Slovak than in the ana
logous context of Czech.
If all the above-enumerated points of Slovak morphological and morphonematic
development are taken into consideration, one finds it easier to account for the
non-emergence of /f/ in Slovak and for the loss of palatalization of /r'/ and its subse
quent merger with /r/ in that language. A t the same time, our survey of the morpho
logical situation in Slovak with its specific features will have revealed that the
non-existence of /?/ in Slovak phonematic pattern in no way contradicts our above
theory suggesting a morphological motivation of the preservation of the Czech
1$/-phoneme despite the obviously peripheral status of the latter in the Czech pho
nematic pattern.
Another very important point concerning the Slovak situation should not be left
unnoticed here: by not developing the /^/-phoneme Slovak managed to avoid the rise
of an awkwardly peripheral element in its phonic plane, and so to achieve greater
clarity of mutual relations linking individual elements of that plane. This greater
clarity could be achieved in Slovak because the situation in the morphological plane
of the language was drifting towards distinct simplification consisting in a marked
syncretism of inflexional types. This syncretism, naturally, involved a considerable
reduction of the grammatical functioning of consonant phonemes. Such abundant
functioning was no longer felt necessary in a language that was clearly, even if not
very radically, drifting away from the neat inflexional type, such as is still exempli
fied by Present Day Standard Czech. It will be only too obvious that in the latter
language the grammatical functioning of tiie consonant phonemes is still found most
useful and therefore widely employed to help characterize individual word-forms as
belonging to this or that morphological category.
The above confrontation of the Czech and Slovak morphological and morpho
nematic situations thus appears to endorse the above-suggested theory that the pre
servation of the /f/-phoneme in Czech was probably motivated by the situation on the
morphological level of the language, whose needs and wants seem to have outweighed
here the needs and wants of the phonic plane, which would rather have favoured the
elimination of jlj, constituting one of its peripheral, anomalous elements.
After this brief scrutiny of the position of /f/ in Czech we want to attempt, though
very briefly, an answer to the question of what was the motive that was to cause the
elimination of /f/ in Standard Polish.
Our above analysis of the morphological situation in Slovak seems to suggest, at
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least in part, the answer to the Polish problem. It will be admitted, that is to say,
that, compared with Czech, both Slovak and Polish have considerably restricted the
number of inflexional paradigms, and that, at the same time, the ultimate shapes of
the phonematic patterns of both these languages have done without the inclusion
of the phoneme /f/, so firmly rooted in the phonematic pattern of Czech. There is, of
course, a difference between the two languages, inasmuch as Slovak has never deve
loped the /f/-phoneme, while in Polish the /f/-phoneme did arise on lines parallel to
those described above for Czech, but only to be discarded (i. e. replaced by /z/ or /§/)
later on; only the traditional spelling marks its former distribution in Polish words.
Thus it might appear that the present-day absence of /f/ in Polish is in full con
formity with the morphological situation prevailing in that language. But the actual
Polish situation is not quite so simple. In Polish, that is to say, even after the elimina
tion of /f/, the alternation of its successor phonemes /z/ or /s/ with the /r/-phoneme
remains a morphonematic fact of the language, while in Slovak the "hardening" of
/r'/ into /r/ has led to a total dismissal of morphonematic alternation in those positi
ons where /r/ and /r'/ used to be opposed to one another — cf., e.g., Polish gora : gorze —
Slovak hora : hore, Pol. morze : morski — Slk. more — morsky, etc. etc. The new Po
lish alternation, besides, is characterized by the fact that the two alternating phone
mes /r/ and /z/ are qualitatively much more remote from one another than members
of the original alternation, /r/ and /f/, used to be. If, in addition to this, one realizes
that, for the greatest part, Polish has maintained the correlation of consonantal
softness in its phonematic pattern while Slovak has lost it, then the ways of develop
ment taken by Slovak and Polish appear to be not only non-analogous but, in some
respects, exactly the opposed ones. And yet, one can establish an important feature
common to the development of both language structures in the examined situation.
The common feature may be defined as an increasing tendency aimed at the disen
gagement of the correlation of consonantal softness from functioning in the morpho
logical paradigms of the two languages. It deserves to be noted that in pursuing this
aim the two languages stand in sharp contrast to Russian in which the role of the
correlation of consonantal softness is still fully used for morphonematic purposes, and
partly also to Czech. This language, it is true, no longer possesses the correlation of
consonantal softness in the full sense of the word but still clings to the alternation of
the phonematic pairs /t/ : /t'/, /d/ : /d'/, /n/ : /n/,and /r/ : /£/, whose members are
acoustically close enough to each other to give prominence to their common morpho
nematic functioning.
In confronting the manner in which Slovak and Polish pursue their above-stated
common aim, it will be found that they try to achieve the same goal by methods
directly opposed to one another. While Slovak, as noted above, completely abolished
the said correlation (in most cases by merging the soft member of the pair with the
hard one, in three instances, /t/ : /t'/, /d/ : /d'/, /n/ : /n'/, by changing the palatalized
phoneme into a palatal one), Polish employed an altogether different method. It
managed, that is to say, to preserve the correllation of consonantal softness in its
phonematic pattern and, at the same time, to disengage it, to a considerable extent,
from morphological functioning. This is best shown by instances like pi$ta : pi$cie,
woda : wodzie, prasa : prasie, koza : kozie, and, of course, gwara : gwarze, in which the
alternating phonematic pairs jtj : /c'/, /d/ : /dz'/, /s/ : /s'/, /z/ : /z'/, /r/ : /z/ do not
constitute members of the correlation of consonantal softness. As is commonly known,
the correlative partners in that correlation of the soft consonant phonemes /c'/, /s'/,
jz'l are, respectively, the hard phonemes /5/, /§/, jzj. The hard phonemes /t/, /d/,
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/s/, jzj, /r/ possess, in fact, no "soft" counterparts in the Polish phonematic pattern,
and jzj, which possesses one, viz. /z'/, is not opposed to it morphematically, but to
/r/, while /z'/ alternates with jzj, which, again, is not its correlative partner. Besides,
the "hard" jzj, when opposed to /r/, occurs in those positions in which the "soft"
phoneme should be expected to occur. It is, of course, true that the labially imple
mented phonemes /p, b, m, f, v/ and the dental /n/, tegether with their soft partners
/p', b', m', v', i'l and /n'/, are still engaged in morphological functioning. But the
number of the alternating pairs which have outstepped the limits of the said correla
tion is too big to be dismissed as mere "exceptions that prove the rule": they must
rather be regarded as progressive phenomena, indicative of the tendencies that are at
work in the language. Viwed in this light, the replacement of jij by jzj in Polish was in
full agreement with the morphonematic tendencies that had been at work in the
system of language, and thus may be regarded as a fully organic step in its develop
ment.
But one should not lose sight of the fact that the morphonematic situation was
only one of the factors that contributed to the elimination of the Polish phoneme jij
and that there was another force whose operation must be taken into account here.
Unlike the above-discussed factor, the force to be pointed out now had a purely pho
nematic motivation. It has already been stressed here above that, exactly as its
Czech opposite number, the Polish /f/-phoneme, too, constituted a structurally iso
lated element of its phonematic pattern, a peripheral element of the kind most
likely to be eliminated from the language on account of its insufficient integration in
its pattern. The importance of this phonematically motivated factor should not be
underestimated: if a sort of hierarchy is to be established between the two factors
that were to bring about the elimination of the Polish /f/-phoneme, then the phone
matic factor ranks as primary, constituting an active force that gave the first impulse
driving towards the elimination of jij, while the morphological and morphonematic
situation, though undoubtedly important too, ranks as a factor of a distinctly secon
dary, more passive, order, because it "only" provided the setting for the actual asser
tion of the force issuing from the primary, phonematic factor. It should be stressed
very emphatically that this formula is not to be taken as dismissing the morphological
motivation of the change as unimportant or negligible: the preservation of jij in
Czech, where the morphematic situation did not support a phonematic trend ana
logous to the one established above for Polish, furnishes convincing evidence of the
importance of the factors denoted above as secondary and more passive. Here, as
elsewhere (see above, Note 12), the thesis urging that in the course of its development
language tends to harmonize the needs and wants of all its sub-systems proves to be
fully justified. For all this, however, it cannot be denied, that the primary force that
called forth the whole process (whether its ultimate goal was to be reached, as in
Polish, or missed, as in Czech) had been motivated by the needs and wants of the
phonematic level of the language.
Having pointed out some interesting aspects of the development of the /J/-phoneme
in Czech and Polish, we want to mention, in passing at least, the phonematic status
of what is believed to have been the [f]-sound of Lusatian. In both varieties of that
language (Upper and Lower Lusatian) the supposed development of [i] has followed
lines distinctly different from those seen both in Czech and in Polish. From Czech both
varieties of Lusatian differ by their non-preservation of the sound [i] which is said to
have been replaced in Lusatian by a fricative devoid of all vibration, so typical of the
trilled sound. This does not mean, however, that the Lusatian development was the
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same as in Polish: first, the supposed Lusatian [f]-sound had not replaced the original
[r']-sound in all positions of the word, but only in the original clusters of the type kr,
pr, tr before j or a palatal vowel. The [f]-sound believed to have arisen in such groups
passed then into Upper Lusatian [5], while in Lower Lusatian one finds it represented
by [s']. In Upper Lusatian the fricative even managed to replace the original trilled
sound before any sort of woel (through before a velar vowel the fricative must have
emerged at a later period and, most probably, was due rather to the operation of
analogy than to an actual sound-change). All this shows that the supposed emergence
of [i] in Lusatian and its consequent replacement by a non-trilled fricative cannot be
mechanically identified with the emergence of jij in Czech and Polish (and, naturally,
with the replacement of the trilled sound by a frivative [z/s] in that language).
In asserting the phonematic value of the Lusatian [f] one should proceed with
some caution because what is going to be said here rests on a hypothesis which,
though probable, has never been quite convincingly proved. Owing to the relatively
very late emergence of Lusatian written documents and in wiev of the very imperfect
application of German graphical means in putting down spoken Lusatian in the
earliest documents, one lacks, as a matter of fact, any direct evidence of the real
existence of the Lusatian sound [f]. The use of the grapheme f (pronounced as [§])
in Present Day Upper Lusatian cannot furnish such evidence because this use was
obviously prompted by the cultural influence of Czech. It is certainly significant that
the greatest authority on Lusatian, K . E . Mucke, does not assert the former exis
tence of the [f]-sound in it; he seems rather inclined to believe that the original
[r']-sound changed first into [rs] or [rz] which, in its turn, was simplified into a simple
fricative of the [s]-type. The actual existence of the f-sound in earlier Lusatian was
inferred, e. g., by W. Vondrak (op. cit., p. 386), who asserted that the original [r']
' 'zunachst zu r wurde, woraus sich weitor in Obersorbischen ein s . . . , im Niedersorbischen ein s' entwickelte." This statement may be true, being supported by some
graphical arguments but one cannot wholly exclude the possibility of a direct change
of the voiceless [r'] in the above-mentioned clusters into [s] or, respectively, [s']. So
much should be kept in mind before attempting an answer to the question of the
phonematic value of the Lusatian [f]-sound.
Supposing, then, that the Lusatian [f]-sound did exist, one will easily see that this
sound may have acquired the status of an independent phoneme only in those posi
tions in which it could be opposed to [r] or, possily, [r']. Such is the case in a word like
Lower Lus. psesiwo against (Upper Lus. pfeciwo, pron. [pse-]), which can be opposed
to a word like Lower Lus. prjedny (pron. [pr'ed-] the first, Upper Lus. predni); in the
latter two words the cluster pr'- was to emerge only after the operation of the metathe
sis of liquids, the original form of the stem having been *perd-.
It is fairly obvious that the number of instances in which the newly arisen ff]-sound
could function as a phoneme must have been very limited. If one besides realizes that,
as in the cases of the Czech and Polish /f/-phonemes, the Lusatian jij cannot have
been very firmly integrated in the system of liquids of its language, it will become
perfectly clear that the Lusatian jij must have been felt as a peripheral element of
its phonematic system even more strongly than its Czech and Polish opposite numbers
because it was handicapped not only qualitatively but quantitatively as well, on
account of its insignificant functional yield. Further, being limited to clusters of
the type pr, tr, kr, which can only rarely occur at the limits of stem and ending
morphemes and at the same time be opposed to non-palatalized pr, tr, kr, the /f/-phoneme must have been much less embedded in the morphological and morphematic
17
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system, of its language than its Czech and Polish counterparts. One cannot be sur
prised, therefore, that its elimination was to be effected very shortly.
The above very brief survey of the positions of the /f/-phonemes in Slavonic langu
ages, though only schematic and necessarily incomplete, may have convincigly re
vealed one thing at least, viz. that a consistent application of the conception regarding
language as a system of systems is able to throw new light at some points of its deve
lopment. It may not be too immodest to claim that the said conception enables the
linguisbto discover a number of problems that so far have been overlooked, and even
to suggest some ways in which such problems might be effectively tackled.
NOTES
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See J . C h l u m s k y , Vne variite peu connue de r linguale: le i teheque. Revue de phonetique 1,
1911, pp. 33 ff.
Cf. P. Z i m a , Souhldska f v Seskem syslimu zn&lostni asimilace [The Consonant f in the Czech
Pattern of the Assimilation of Voice]. Sbornik slavistickych praoi vfinovanych IV. mezinarodnimu
sjezdu slavistil v Moskve, Praha 1958, str. 36—43.
See H . K u S e r a , The Phonology of Czech. 's-Gravenhage 1961, p. 31.
R. J a k o b s o n , Observations sur le classement phonologique des consonnes. Proceedings of the
Third International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, Ghent 1939, pp. 34—41.
See, most recently, M . K o m a r e k , Historickd mluvnice Seskd. I. Hldskoslovl . [Historical
Grammar of Czech. I. Phonology.] Praha 1962, p. 44.
In A . M a r t i n e t ' s terms, "pleinement integre" (see his ]£conomie des changements phon&tiques.
Berne 1955, pp. 80 f.
See M . K o m a r e k , op. cit. p. 41.
O l a f B r o c h , Slavische Phonetik. Heidelberg 1911, p. 51 f.
Cf. Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 2, 1929, p. 10.
For three stages of changes leading to this abolishment see Komarek, op. cit. p. 44.
The working of this tendency in English has been traced by J . V a c h e k , On Peripheral
Phonemes of Modern English, to be published in Brno Studies in English 4, 1963.
The term was used by V . V . V i n o g r a d o v in his Prague lecture in 1957.
For some concrete specimens of the operation of such interdependences of language levels,
see J . V a c h e k in S P F F B U A6, 1958, pp. 94—106.
What has been said above of the relation of ft, d, n/ in Slovak to jC, d\ n'/ respectively, applies
also to that of / l / and the "soft" / l ' / ; although, objectively, the opposition of the two phonemes
ranks as fairly old, its functional yield in Standard Slovak is relatively low (see E . P a u l i n y ,
Fonoldgia spisovnej slovenSiny [Phonology of Standard Slovak], Bratislava 1961, p. 82.
It is certainly not without interest that the Southern Slavonic languages which failed to
develop jij have deviated even more from the inflexional type of grammatical structure (this is
especially true of Present Day Bulgarian which abolished the softness of consonants altogether).
On the morphological type of Czech see especially V . S k a l i c k a . Vyvoj Seske deklinace [The
Development of Declension in Czech], Praha 1941; Same, Typ SeStiny [The Type of Czech], Praha
1951.
Cf. W . V o n d r a k , Vergleichende Slavische Grammatik I , G6ttingen 1924, p. 386 f.
K . E . M u c k e , Historische und vergleichende Laut- und Formenlehre der niedersorbischen
(niederlausitzisch-wendischen) Sprache. Leipzig 1891, pp. 220 ff.
The strongest argument speaking i n its favour is the old spelling of the type -rsch-, reminding
one closely of the Old Czech spellings in which f is put down as if consisting of r + § or, respecti
vely, r + i. For the latest discussion of the subject see P. Z i m a , 1. c.
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P O S T A V E N l H L A S K Y /*/ V S T R U K T U R A C H S L O V A N S K f C H J A Z Y K f l
CeStina si zachovala v sve fonologicke struktufe fonem /f/, vznikly z dfivejSflio /r'/, a5 jde
o fonem jasne periferni, Dedostatecne zacleneny do soustavy fonemu v jazyce. Perifernost se projevuje jednak akusticko-artikulatnim oddalenim realizaci jij od vyrazne hrSivych realizaci fo
nemu /r/-ovych, jednak specificnosti asimilacnich procesu, jichi se hlaska [f] ucastni. Pfes tuto peri-
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fernost se fonem /if Y iSeStine bezpe&ie drzi, zatimco v pol&tine a v luzicke srbstine obdobnS vznikly
fonem /f/ byl v prubehu vyvoje zlikvidovan splynutim 8 fonemy, jez jsou realizovany frikativami
typu [s, i ] .
Zvlaetni postaveni ceskeho /r/ pomuze objasnit podrobnejsi prihlednuti k historii jeho vzniku.
Fonetikove jiz davno ukazali, ze pfi artikulaci napf. ruskeho palatalniho [r'] snadno vznika
souhlaskovy Sum £-ove kvality. V ruStine vSak systemovy tlak souhlaskove mekko3tni korelace
udrzuje tento Sum v mezich pouheho doprovodniho, nefonologickeho zvukoveho jevu. V ceStine,
kde korelace souhlaskove mlkkosti byla jako jev celosystemovy zlikvidovana, pfekrocil s-ovy
Sum tyto meze a vznikl tak fonem /f/. Je to, jak uz receno, periferni slozka aystemu; jestlize se
v ceStine' dodnes udrzel, je pficinu toho patrne tfeba hledat v jeho pevnem zakotveni v morfonematioke stavbS ceStiny, kde / r / altemuje s /f/ zcela obdobne jako /t, d, n/ alternuje s /t', d', n'/.
Toto pevne zakotveni je tesne spjato s vyrazne flektivnim razem CeStiny. Naproti tomu v slovenStinS se /r'/ nemenilo v /f/, ale naopak ztvrdlo v /r/, protoze tu mekkostni protiklad souhlaskovych
fonemu hral mene dulezitou ulohu nez v ceStine, hlavne v dusledku synkretismu deklinacnich typu
tvrdych a mekkych (nemluve o pravidelne neutralizaci protikladu /t : t'/. / d : d'/ atd. pfed /e/).
Jevi se tedy v slovenStinfi snaha vyvazat mekkostni protiklad soiihlaskovych fonemu z fungovani
v morfologicke stavbS jazyka.
Obdobna snaha se jevi i v polStinfi, kde se vSak o stejny cil usiluje jinymi prostfedky nez v slovenStinfe. N a rozdil od slovenstiny se tu protiklad souhlaskove mekkosti sice ve vysoke mife
zachoval, ale v gramatickych alternacich se vzrustajici merou uplatftuji protiklady fonemu, jez
nejsou dleny souhlaskove mfikkostni korelace (napf. /t : c'/, / d l dz'/, /s : s'/, /z : zj). Proto mohl
v polStine z /r'/ fonem /f/ nejen snadno vzniknout, ale i pozdSji uplnou ztratou kmitave artikulace
pfejit v /z/, resp. /§/. Tak se k vySe uvedenym alternacim pripojila dalSi, totiz /r : i/ (v pfsmS dosud
r : rz). Vznik teto alternace byl umoznen pravfi tim, ze gramaticka funkce mekkostni souhlaskove
korelace byla existenci vySe uvedenych protikladu oslabena do te miry, ze gramaticky system
jazyka nebyl s to poskytovat existenci fonemu /f/ takovou oporu, jakou existenci fieskeho /?/
poskytoval (a poskytuje dodnes) gramaticky system cesky. Za teto situace se v polsline mohly
prosadit fonologicke tendence usilujici o likvidaci perifernich fonemu, tendence, jejichz prosazeni
v ceStine brani praviS potfeby planu morfologickeho.
Luzickosrbske /f/ — jestlize v jazyce vskutku existovalo — melo velmi male funkcni zatizeni,
ponfivadz se vyskytovalo jen v byvalych skupinach pr, tr, kr. Mohlo fungovat jako fonem v proti
kladu k /r'/ jen v omezenem pofitu pf ipadu, a proto bylo jeho periferni postaveni v systemu luzicke
srbStiny jeStefefejmfijSi nez poBtaveni ceskeho a polskeho /f/ v systemech jejich jazyku. Pfirozenym
dusledkem tohoto periferniho postaveni luMckosrbskeho /i/ byla jeho likvidace, k niz doSlo sply
nutim s /S/ v horni luzictinfe, popf. s /s'/ v dolni luzictinS.
NaSe pozn4mky ukazuji, ze pojeti jazyka jako soustavy soustav je s to objevit v jazyce problemy dosud pfehlizene a take ukazat na cesty vedouci k jejich feSeni.

n O J I O H C E H H E 3 B Y K A [r] B C T P Y K T y P A X C J I A B f l H C K H X

H3MKOB

^lemcKHH H3tiK coxpaHHji B cBoefi ifiOHOJiorHHecKoii cTpyKType ijiOHeMy /f/, pa3BHBmyiocH
H3 StiJioro/r'/, HecMOTpn Ha ee HpKHii nepH$epHHHLiii xapaKTep H HeaocTaToiHyio C B H 3 S H
HocTb ee c (hoHeMaTHiecKOH cHCTe.MOH nstma. nepmjSepHHHbiii xapaKTep ^euiCKoro /!•/ npoHBJIfieTCH, C OflHOH CTOpOHU, B 0TJJ3JieHHH ei'O peajIH3aUHH B aKyCTHKO-apTHKyjIHIIHOIlHOM
OTHomeHHH O T Btipa3HTejibHO 6poHtamHx peajiH3ai^HH (poHeM ™ n a / r / , c apyroii cTopoHW
B cnen;H^)iiKe accHMHjiHi(HOHHux npou,eccoB, KOTopue ee 3aTparHBaioT. HecMOTpn Ha yKaaaHHtiH nepni|)epHHHtiH xapaKTep $OHeMa. /?/ B TOUTCKOM H3UKe npoino aepwHTcn, Toraa
KaK B nojtbCKOM H cep6o-jiy>KHi(KOM H3MKax ^OHeiaa /?/, B03HnkmaH aHajiorHHHo nemcKOMy
/f/, 6tijia jiHKBHflHpoBaHa, coBnaB c $OHeMaMH, peann3yioniHMHCH ruHnnmnMH THna / § , ij.
Bonee BHHMaTejibHoe paccMOTpeHHe HCTopHH B O 3 H H K H O B 6 H H H lemcKoro /f/ noMoweT
o6T.HCHHTh oco6eHH0CTb ero nojioHtoHHH. (DoneTHCTH eme flaBHO yKa3HBajin Ha T O O 6 C T O H TentcTBo, I T O npn apraKyjiHUHH, Hanp. pyccKoro MHraoro / r ' / nerKO BoaHHKaei nmnHmHi
myM. B pyccKOM H3tiKe, oflHaKO, /jaBJieHHe cncTeMU KoppenHirHB: TBepnux — MHrKHX cornacHux $°HeM He no3BOJiHeT 3TOMy mnnnmeMy uiyiny B B I H T H 3a paMKH npod'oro conyTCTByromero SByKOBoro HBJieHHH, He HMeromero (jjOHOjiorH'lecKoro xapaKTepa. B HemcKOM
H3UKe, rae KoppejiaiLHH TBepaux ~ MHrKHX cornacHux $OHeM 6wjia nHKBHjiHpoBaHa KaK
xapaKTepHan iepTa Bceii (jiOHOjiorniecKOH cTpyKTypti B u;ejioM, Bbnneu yKa3aHHbiii mHnflmHH
myin 3a nepBOHaiajibHO orpaHHHHBaBmHe ero paMKH, o6pa30BaB (jiOHeiny /f/. (PoHeina /f/
HBjiHeTcH, KaK y>Ke yKa3biBajiocb, $
" nepn$epHHHoro xapaKTepa; npHiHHy Toro,
-
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/f/ B lenicKOM Bee T A K H coxpaHHJiocb cJie^yeT HcKaTb no BHAHMOMy B ero TecHOH C B H 3 H
c MopiJoHeMaTHiecKOH GTpyKTypoH leuicKoro H3MKa, r^e /r/ Hepe^yeTCH c ft/ napajiejibHO
c lepeAOBaHHHMH /t, d, n/ c jV, a\ a'j. STSL TecHan C B H 3 B C MopcfoHeMaTHiecKoii cTpyKTypoH
H3HKa BbI3BaUQ HpKO (JlJleKTHBHblM XapaKTepOM leUICKOrO H3hIKa. B CJIOBanKOM H3UKe
6wjioe [r'J He npeBpaTnnocL B [f], a, Hao6opoT, oTBepAejio B [r], T B K KaK B cjioBan.KoM Koppejinnnn M H I - K H X corjiacHux Hrpana MeHee 3HaHHTejii.Hyio pojib, neM B leuicKOM H3tiKe,
pjiaBHHM oSpaaoM BcneAcTBne CHHKpeTH3Ma TBep^ux H Mnrnax T H I I O B cKjioHeHHH (HeroBopn
o perynnpHOH HeyTpajiH3an,HH npoTHBonocTaBJICHHH / t : t'/, H T A . B nojioHteHHH nepea /e/.
TaKHM o6pa30M, B CJTOBaHKOM npOHBJIfieTCH TeHAeHHHH BblKJIIOHHTb npOTHBOIIOCTaBJieHHe
MHrKHX H TBepAUX CONiaCHblX (JlOHeM H3 (JiyHKUHOHHpOBaHHH B M0p(j>0JI0rH4eCK0M cTpoe
H3UKa.
AHajiorH^Han TeHAeHHHH BbicTynaex TaKHte B H O J I L C K O M H3tiKe, K O T O P H H CTpeMHTCH
K TOH 5Ke UeJIH ITO H CJIOBaHKHH H3MK, HcnOJIb3yH, OflHaKO, flpyrHe CpeftCTBa. B 0TJIHHH6
OT CJIOBaUKOrO H3MKa npOTHBOIIOCTaBJieHHe TBepflblX H MHrKHX COrjiaCHMX B BblCOKOH CTeneHH coxpaHHjiocb, H O B rpaMMaraiecKHx HepeflbBaHHax B O Bee 6ojibiuoH Mepe BwcTynaKT
n a p u $OHeM, KOTopue He H B J I H K T C H HJieHaMH Koppejiannn TBepALix ~
MATHEX
(Hanp.
/ t : c'/, / d : dz'/, /s : s'/, /z : z'/)- rio3TOMy B nonbCKOM ^oneina ft/ Morna He TonbKO jierKO
pa3BHTbca H3 /i'/, H O H BnocJieACTBHH B pe3yjibTaie y x p a r a Bpowamea apTHKyjiHinin nepeiiTH
B /z/ H J I H / § / . TaKHM o6pa30M, K yKaaaHHbiM HepefloBaHHHM M O J K H O npHqncjiHTb eme
OAHO,
a HMeHHO /r : zj (Ha nncbiae no C H X nop r : rz). Bo3HHKHOBeHHK> SToro lepeAOBaHHH cnoco6cTBOBajio KaK paa T O , H T O rpaMMawrrecKaH (JiyHKnHH Koppejiannn TBepAbix ~
MHrKHX
corjiacHux Suua orpaHHieHa yKa3aHHbiMH Bbiine HepeAOBaHHHMH A O T O H cTeneHH, HTO
rpa.MMaTHHecKaH cncTenia nsuKa He B C O C T O H H H H 6bijia cjiyjKHTb ijioHeMe ft/ TaKOH onopofi,
KaKOH RJIR lemcKoro ft/ HBJiHjiacb, H A O C H X nop fiBJineTCH, rpaMMaTHiecKan cwoTeMa,
lemcKoro H3MKa. B S T O H ofidaHOBKe MornH ocymecTBHTbCH B nojibcKOM H3HKe (£oHOjiorHiecKHe TeHAeHiiHH, HanpaBJieHHbie Ha JiHKBHAaI^HK> nepn^epHHHbix $OHeM, npoHBJieHHio
KOTopux B neuicKOM H3bine npenHTCTBOBajiH HMeHHO noTpe6HOcTH Mop$ojiorHqecKOro nnaHa.
Cep6o-jiyjKHiiKoe jvj — ecJin O H O B H3biKe H cymecTBOBa.K) — OT.iHiajiocb ipeaBMieHHO
Majioii 4»yHKUHOHajibHOii HarpysKofi, nocKOJibKy O H O BCTpe iajiocb TO. ibKO B 6BIJIMX coMeTaHHHx pr, tr, kr. OHO B u c T y n a j i o B KafecTBe npoTHBOnocTaBJienHH/r'/ TOJibKO B orpaHHieHITOM KOJiH'iecTBe u.JiyvacB H n o s T O M y rrepHiJiepHHHtJH xapaKTGp ero B cHCTeMe cep6o-ny>KHJTKoro H3biKu 6bia emu 6ojree omyTHMUM MeM nepniJiepHHHOCTb qeuiCKOro H nojibcKoro jr/
B cHCTene 'leuicKOH H no.ibCKoii cooTBexcTBeHHO. 3aKOHOMepHbiM cneAcTBneM yKa3aHnoro
licpHijjopHHHoro xapaKTcpa cep6o-;iywHu,Koro jif 6BIJIO ero HCHe3HOBeHHe B pesyjibTaTe
ciHramfl c / § / B BepxHe-JiywHHKOM H . I H / S ' / B nHJKHe-JiywaaKOM H3tiKax.
HauiH 3aMeTKH OTHOCHTeJibHO xapaKTepa H cyAe6 ft/ B C J M B H H C K H X HSbmax noKa3MBaiOT,
I T O iioiiHMaHHe H3biKa KaK cHCTeMbi cHCTeM B C O C T O H H H H o6Hapy>KHTb B H3HKe npo6jieMM,
AO C H X nop He npHBjieKaBniHC K ce6e A O J D K H O T O B K H M S H H H , a TaKHte VKa3aTb n y r a H X peuieHnfi.
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